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World history is nothing but an endless, dreary account of the rape of the weak by the strong. For a long time, particularly in schools, history has had the tendency to present our countries in the ...
Can history help us out of this muddle?
One of your neighbors posted in Community Corner. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
My Trip to Kemet (Egypt), Africana Studies, and Black Liberation
Bags of shredded documents were found at Western Heights Public Schools after the Oklahoma State Board of Education took control of the troubled Oklahoma City school district. State schools ...
Western Heights warned to preserve records after 15 bags of destroyed documents found
The study of modern and contemporary art from Islamic lands, and particularly the Arab world, is a developing field. Over the past few decades, a variety of publications on modern and contemporary art ...
Modern Art in the Arab World, Primary Documents: A Review Essay
Whereas the study of Western mysticism enjoys a long and established history, Western esotericism is a young field. The Cambridge Handbook of Western Mysticism and Esotericism examines both of these ...
The Cambridge Handbook of Western Mysticism and Esotericism
Given the paucity of Mongol documents, this giant empire has routinely been viewed ... As in other nomad societies, women could be autonomous. Rare Western visitors were astonished by their robustness ...
Pleasure Domes and Postal Routes
In Rembrandt’s 1638 etching “Adam and Eve in Paradise,” there are two symbols of good and evil. A dragon hovers over the couple as they contemplate the forbidden apple, representing the danger of ...
When Rembrandt met an elephant
One of your neighbors posted in Community Corner. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the author’s own.) ...
The Significance of the late Black Egyptologist Dr. Ben
Mr. Chairman, President Harnwell, and all of you spiritual descendants of Dr. Franklin, I am sure that everyone is delighted that Schoolmen’s Week is being celebrated on a weekday. It has a way of ...
The Good Education of Youth: Forty-fourth Annual Schoolmen's Week Proceedings
The Western Heights Board of Education met Thursday to appoint an interim superintendent, against State Department of Education orders.
Western Heights appoints interim superintendent despite state orders
TEHRAN - A professor of history at the University of Oxford says that the idea of exporting democracy as a technique or technology is undemocratic.
Idea of exporting democracy is undemocratic: Oxford professor
Examining Canadian defense from 1919 to 1935, this volume offers a fascinating and well-written account of the attitudes and thoughts - and personalities - ...
In Defence of Canada Volume I: From the Great War to the Great Depression
Global AR and VR Smart Glasses Market is latest research study released by HTF MI evaluating the market risk side analysis, highlighting opportunities and leveraged with strategic and tactical ...
AR and VR Smart Glasses Market to See Huge Growth by 2026: Google, Razer, Imprint Energy
Leaked documents from the Kremlin obtained by The Guardian reportedly reveal a plot to put Donald Trump in the White House approved by Vladimir Putin in 2016.
Putin Plotted to Put ‘Mentally Unstable’ Trump in White House According to Report on Leaked Kremlin Papers
In an original essay he wrote in 1933 in volume 31 of the Journal of Forestry ... for fighting climate change and recovering our Western civilization.
Can Civilization be Regenerated?
A 2016 document from the Sons of Confederate Veterans offering guidance on rallies, lawsuits and the media is firmly rooted in skewed ‘Lost Cause’ ideology ...
Manual advises how to stop removal of Confederate statues: don’t mention race
The record-breaking heat and intensifying drought engulfing the western U.S. right now are a stark reminder ... Last week, a European news agency leaked quotes from a working draft of the second ...
We Don't Need a New Report to Know It's Time to Act Urgently on the Climate Crisis
Space to play or pause, M to mute, left and right arrows to seek, up and down arrows for volume. Police in western New South ... thieves have stolen valuable documents like passports Dozens ...
Why Argentinian backpackers say they feel unsafe in western NSW
The views expressed by contributors are their own and not the view of The Hill The record-breaking heat and intensifying drought engulfing the western ... of the second volume of “AR6 ...
On climate change: We don't need a new report to know it's time to act
The record-breaking heat and intensifying drought engulfing the western U.S. right now are a ... quotes from a working draft of the second volume of “AR6” – the forthcoming Sixth Assessment ...
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